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Introduction

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT — PROCUREMENT AND AI

 In 2018, the percentage of companies that embedded Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
into its processes was 47%, which has more than doubled since 2017.1  With an influx 
of AI companies and technology, supply chain management and procurement 
processes are changing as well. Gone are the days of manual, time-consuming 
procedures. AI is speeding up processes and saving companies money. AI and 
machine learning are changing the way companies approach supply chain 
management and procurement.2  Evisort is helping companies automate contract 
management and rebate issues, providing a smoother collaboration between 
companies and its vendors.
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AI and Contract 
Management
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 Contract management is a systematic process that starts with the 
pre-contracting stage and ends with the post-contracting phase.3  According to the 
Harvard Business Review, contracting issues can cause companies “to lose between 
5% and 40% of value on a given deal.”4  Successful contract management provides 
satisfaction between all involved parties; business efficiencies; increased value and 
lower cost; and meeting business obligations without concern for non-compliance.5  
Most companies still do manual contract analysis to obtain all of this necessary 
information, which is very expensive and time-consuming.6  AI can help companies 
identify cases of non-compliance in its contracts.7  Most importantly, AI can help a 
company view all its contracts faster and “significantly reduce the likelihood of 
disputes and increase the number of successful transactions.”8

 Evisort provides the solution for supply chain and procurement teams. Evisort’s 
platform utilizes Optical Character Recognition (OCR), which deciphers images and 
documents, learns algorithms to read unstructured documents, and extracts 
important clauses and paragraphs in a contract to provide data and an overview of 
the contract.9  With the Evisort platform, each document becomes searchable and 
any piece of information needed is easily accessible. Evisort’s search allows 
companies to identify clauses which are no longer compliant with updated 
regulations. Additionally, Evisort’s platform flags expiring contracts so each contract 
remains up to date without any concerns about a vendor contract expiring. At the 
same time, the platform also flags auto-renewing contracts, so a company can 
easily identify a contract that will auto-renew when the company does not want it 
to. Contract management is complicated and takes lots of manual work without 
Evisort’s platform, but the platform helps save money and time.
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AI and Rebates
 During the procurement process, companies often negotiate for rebates to help 
save money.10  However, companies often miss out on redeeming those rebates 
because of “the amount of work it would take to sift through contracts, find the 
rebates, see if they apply, apply them and go through the process of accounting for 
those payments.”11  This entire process is very manual and costs a significant 
amount of time and money to redeem, so companies do not take advantage of 
these rebates.

 Evisort has already proven its program can help companies redeem these 
rebates. Companies are now using Evisort’s platform to analyze statements of work 
and invoices. Essentially, Evisort can “track money,” according to its CEO Jerry Ting.12  
Evisort has proven it can help companies save tens of millions of dollars by 
identifying vendor contracts and unredeemed rebates.13  



 Many companies are using artificial intelligence in supply chain management 
already. AI has numerous use cases in the supply chain process: logistics and 
warehouse management, predictive analysis for demand forecasting, and 
chat-bots in procurement.14  Amazon.com and Walmart are two companies that 
currently utilize AI “to streamline supply chains to where humans will be minor 
players” or may not be needed at all.15  Fulfillment centers now run with robots and 
drones rather than humans running around to pick up items.16

 While this is a typical use case which people often think of when talking about 
artificial intelligence, AI has far greater uses to help with important data needs. AI 
has shown great potential and benefits with the ability to forecast demand.17  
Companies already collect this data and “being able to harness [the] data to drive 
operational performance can be a game-changer.”18  AI helps companies be more 
efficient in this process and prepare for lags in demand or higher demand periods, 
so the company suffers less losses.19  AI has an abundance of use cases in supply 
chain management and can help companies streamline its processes.

Other Opportunities for 
Artificial Intelligence in 
Supply Chain Management
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Conclusion
 Artificial intelligence is infiltrating every industry—supply chain management 
and procurement are no different. However, companies need to ensure that each 
platform it chooses to utilize provides significant benefits. Evisort has proven that it 
provides incredible benefits, which are never-ending as the Evisort continually 
updates the platform. The Evisort team is built of Harvard Law graduates who 
understand the legal industry, the concerns with contracts, and continue to push the 
boundaries to provide more and more useful tools to streamline business.
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